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Little is known about the experiences of people with severe mental health difficulties in smoking cessation interventions. This study aimed to review the implementation of a smoking cessation programme across 16 community mental health day services. The aim was to establish the experience from both service user and facilitator perspectives and refine implementation for future groups. In-depth interviews were conducted with 20 service users and four focus groups held with 17 facilitators. Thematic analysis was used to analyse the data for emergent themes in relation to key enablers and barriers to implementation. Data from service users and facilitators revealed that implementation was enabled by an open and engaged recruitment approach; the resourcefulness of facilitators; programme materials and group-based format; combining the cessation programme with other and broader health initiatives; and participants’ motivations, including health and money. Barriers included the structure of the service; the lack of a joined-up approach across the health services; literacy issues and the serial/logical process assumed by the programme. Barriers perceived as more specific to those with mental health difficulties included the use of smoking as a coping mechanism, lack of alternative activities/structure and lack of consistent determination. The tobacco free policy, implemented shortly before the programme, interestingly emerged as both a barrier and an enabler. In conclusion, although this group-based cessation programme in community mental health settings was well-received overall, a number of key barriers persist. A joined-up approach which addresses the culture of smoking in mental health settings, inconsistencies in smoking policies, and provides consistent cessation support, is needed. Care needs to be taken with the timing as overall it may not be helpful to introduce a new smoking cessation programme at the same time as a tobacco free policy.
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INTRODUCTION

The increased prevalence of smoking among those with mental health difficulties (MHDs) has been well-established (1–4), as has its impact in terms of tobacco-related morbidity (4–11) and mortality (12–14). Evidence indicates that cessation may be more difficult for those with mental health difficulties (4, 15, 16), but mental health has been shown to improve in those with and without psychiatric disorders post quitting (17). Smoking cessation programmes in community mental health settings meanwhile remain understudied (18, 19). The studies which have been conducted tend to focus on quantitative methods (18, 20–24), brief outcomes data (18, 22–26), and had small samples (<30) (20, 22, 25).

Studies taking a more in-depth approach often include qualitative data for facilitators only (27, 28), omitting service user views (27), or rely on surveys with no in-depth exploration of their experience included (28). Conversely, Rae et al. provided rich qualitative data of the experience of those with severe mental illness on cessation interventions, yet included no data detailing the experiences of facilitators (29). The only prior study to qualitatively evaluate a cessation intervention for those with MHDs including both service user and facilitator perspectives was limited by including only service users who requested treatment, a sample of just 3 facilitators and no implementation data (30).

The available evidence does suggest that people with MHDs want to quit smoking and would benefit from doing so (17, 31, 32), that community programmes are able to reach a high proportion of smokers, and when tailored can be effective for those with mental illness for quitting (18, 24), or reducing smoking (21). Qualitative data from a provider perspective have revealed that a tailored tobacco cessation was feasible and well-received (28). Beyond implementation studies, qualitative data in relation to experiences of cessation interventions among those with severe mental illness have suggested the importance of flexibility and choice, a variety of treatment options, facilitators who understand mental health problems and responsibility to the changing needs and preferences of individual service users (29, 30).

EVE, a programme within Ireland’s Health Service Executive (HSE) provides a network of services for adults with MHDs. In 2016, the Quit Smoking Programme (QSP) was implemented in 16 of these centers, but the implementation was not evaluated. The current study explores the implementation of this quit smoking programme in the EVE community setting. It is conducted in line with Medical Research Council guidelines (33), and aimed to provide qualitative data, integrating the views and experiences of both service users and facilitators, in relation to this programme’s implementation. This study therefore provides richer accounts of the experiences of both staff and service users than that reported in the previous literature, taking full account of the complex issues which can shape the process of implementation in real world mental health settings.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study adopted an inductive approach, employing flexible interview guides based on the literature and study context but not restricted to fit the domains of a given theory or framework (34).

Quit Smoking Programme (QSP)

The QSP cessation programme was designed by the HSE Health Promotion Service to provide an accessible resource which sets out a stage-by-stage process to support smokers in the general population in their decision to stop smoking and to sustain the attempt, but was not specifically designed for those with mental health difficulties. Its introduction in EVE services represented the first implementation of this programme within mental health settings and the current study therefore explores its implementation and enablers and barriers to same.

QSP facilitators received a folder detailing the 7-week group programme including questionnaires/forms for attendees to complete regarding their smoking habit, the cost of same, individual quitting plans and personal coping strategies. A carbon monoxide monitor was also provided for attendees to ascertain their current expired CO breath levels. The programme was facilitated by frontline staff who had undergone training in brief interventions for smoking cessation as well as in QSP specifically. Two service users were also trained in QSP and acted as co-facilitators. The programme was introduced alongside a new Tobacco Free Campus Policy.

This study was approved by the Tallaght Hospital/St. James’s Hospital Joint Research Ethics Committee on 28th April 2016. All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Procedures

Recruitment of service user participants was conducted through EVE staff, who once briefed were asked to recruit those who smoke or who had recently quit smoking. A purposive sampling strategy was employed with efforts made to include a range of service users across eligible centers, in terms of age, gender, service use (full-time/part-time) and level of engagement with QSP (35), with a final sample of 20 service users across 9 centers interviewed. Facilitators were recruited by the researcher and an administrative assistant, with efforts made to include all trained facilitators still with the service. Seventeen (of nineteen) facilitators, across 15 centers, participated in focus groups, including both service user co-facilitators.

Service users were asked about smoking; barriers to and enablers of abstinence; feelings on the tobacco free policy and their experience of QSP, with interviews lasting 15–50 min. Facilitators were asked to discuss the recently implemented tobacco free policy; smoking in relation to those with MHDs and health service approach to same; QSP in relation to their training, the resource itself and their facilitation experience as well as initial and ongoing barriers and enablers to starting and running the programme at their centers. In line with the inductive approach taken, guides were reviewed in light of the knowledge gained from the initial round of interviews with
minor adaptations made. Focus groups ranged in size from 2 to 6 members and lasted around an hour (49–82 min) with the late arrival of one facilitator to a group managed through an extension add-on interview.

Analysis
All interviews and focus groups were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim with identifying data removed and pseudonyms assigned. Data was analyzed using thematic analysis (36) with service user and facilitator data coded separately first prior to integration to produce a coding framework representing key enablers and barriers. Following an extensive familiarization process involving several close readings of transcripts initial codes were generated. Coding of interview transcripts was facilitated using Nvivo10 due to the large number of transcripts while focus group transcripts were coded manually. Once all data had been coded the researcher searched for major themes among these codes and developed an initial framework of themes and sub-themes representing key barriers and enablers. This framework was then discussed with a secondary coder (JS) before AB went on to review and refine these themes to ensure firstly each theme was based on coded data which formed a coherent pattern including exploration of deviant cases where present. Also, secondly and more broadly to ensure the key emergent themes were valid in their reflection of the dataset as a whole (36).

Some facilitators used the national quit line and quit website as an additional resource, used technology to support and empower attendees with low literacy, or had members who are former smokers come in to share advice:

"I was just asked and I said I'll just go along...I thought maybe I could give back something" [Service user]

Novel approaches included running a stress management group and linking in with local services:

"In between, rather than kind of doing, you know the same thing all over again the em, just you know the way I did one week about em, you know managing stress and whatever, I just did a relaxation group like." [Facilitator]

"We got her to give talks and to work with the group as well you know to come in somebody different, we linked up with the local doctors for prescriptions and things like that we linked up with the local chemist as well to provide you know the patches and the different things and the cost and the consequences, so we kinda went out into community with it...yeah and that helped" [Facilitator]

RESULTS
Enablers
A number of enablers for, and barriers to, the successful implementation of the smoking cessation programme were identified from the data (see Table 1).

Tobacco Free Campus Policy
The recently introduced policy emerged as an enabler, leading members to often find smoking more awkward and as a result for some, to find themselves smoking less:

"It has been a little bit awkward so they've cut down...when the weather is bad in particular you'd need to really want your cigarette to go out." [Facilitator]

The policy also prompted replacements for smoking breaks in some centers with fruit and tea breaks offered to smokers or all members and thus serving as a distraction for smokers.

Resourcefulness of Programme Facilitators
The resourcefulness of staff facilitating QSP also emerged as an important enabler for implementation. This was revealed in extra-curricular efforts including the provision of additional individual support where required;

"but I know the person who gave up was struggling hugely when he gave up so I linked in with him every day... just to keep the momentum going and so far he's at around six weeks now off." [Facilitator]

Facilitators were resourceful in dealing with missed weeks and service users progressing through the programme at different paces. This included meeting more often and building individual work into group sessions to deal with some service users catching up on missed weeks;

"So we kinda go through it and then whether someone's on week 2 or week 3 I'd give them maybe ten minutes and if you're week 2 you get the week 2 little pack and if you're the week 3 and then you do your own little personal bit of writing." [Facilitator]

An Active, Open and Engaged Recruitment Approach
A more active approach to recruitment seems to have helped get the programme up and running at centers. Facilitators mentioned the need to “sell” the programme a little and to encourage participation:

“Having an initial chat with somebody what you don’t want is to just put up a list and say you know 'Stick your name down there if you wanna do a quit smoking programme alright'...I think this needs to be sold for want of a better word quite rigorously…we are pushing it a little bit and I think if we’re not pushing a little bit, we’re not doing our job” [Facilitator]

Several service users discussed attending due to curiosity, or just to hear the advice on offer:

“I thought, you know, it’s not that I thought about stopping but, em, I thought it’s good to sit down and listen to it and who knows if it gets me down on cigarettes, that’s, why not, you know.” [Service user]
In some centers service users themselves seemed to naturally start making goals in other areas and link cutting down on smoking with healthier eating or exercise goals:

“[Staff member] in our center is doing the operation transformation with everybody and em some of the people have linked in smoking with that everybody's setting their goals from one week to the next or whatever could be to go for a walk or eat less sugar or whatever but some of them actually putting in to smoke less cigarettes.” [Facilitator]

### Programme Materials and Format

*Easy to use, flows, colorful, good information, enjoyable*

Facilitators found the pack helpful, with reports that it was easy to use, colorful, flowed well, had good information and was enjoyable:

“What I liked about the document itself… it's you know if I put that down today and I went back and I read this in two months' time, you'd get into it very, very quickly and that's what is, it has to have a nice flow about it” [Facilitator]

Among service users, information and knowledge in relation to the effects of smoking; how to quit; and their own habit emerged as an important aspect of the programme. This knowledge was gained through leaflets and illustrations, teaching and filling in their own information:

“There was very good knowledge. I mean it was about the carbon monoxide, and about your breathing and about the habit and ed there was leaflets about if you give up smoking, em, when you get the craving for a cigarette, how do you distract yourself from doing that, from having a cigarette, you know, do you listen to music, or have a meal or go for a walk, or bring the dog for a walk, or you know. . . . I thought it was a good idea. Yeah it was very good knowing that. It was very good being taught that.” [Service user]

### Useful tools: questionnaires and carbon monoxide monitoring

Attendees and Facilitators referred specifically to the questionnaires that attendees filled in and their usefulness in promoting reflection and revealing habits to the attendee and facilitators;

“There's questionnaires and there's little leaflets you can fill in and then it really points you to how much you smoke and why you smoke, and I think it's really good to understand why you smoke, you know” [Service user]

and also in highlighting the actual cost of their habit:

“The part where you see how much you spend, that was useful, it was a shock to a lot of people how much they actually spent on cigarettes” [Facilitator]
Carbon monoxide monitoring in particular, seemed to stand out for service users:

"That really is a wake-up call when you see your levels of nicotine or tar or whatever, again, I find that it’s a good help. Then you can see well, you know, this is what you’re doing to your lungs or to your body" [Service user]

It was also noted by several facilitators to be particularly useful in raising awareness and reinforcing quit attempts:

"The carbon monoxide, they all loved that, that was a real buzz thing ‘cause it was something real tangible they could actually really see, ok this is what my smoking is doing… there was a real sense of buzz and a few of them really were like, ok knuckling down, after seeing that." [Facilitator]

There was also however some indication that the carbon monoxide monitor vindicated the e-cigarette for people:

“You get your carbon monoxide levels tested, and mine were the same as a non-smoker….which I felt vindicated the electric cigarette” [Service user]

Doing it as a group–A sense of togetherness

Finally, the communal aspect also emerged as helpful for several attendees;

"It was good to have a group of people that were going through the same thing as yourself, you know." [Service user]

while facilitators also noted it to be an advantage in attracting attendees, as well as during the programme:

“I love the class I love the interactions in it.” [Facilitator]

Health and Money as Motivators for Participants

Physical health appeared to be the main motivation for quitting smoking among service users in general, and an important motivation for joining the programme;

“You know the physical health is suffering, you know, because em I don’t have any breath, and I get out of breathing. I get very tired, I get very tired and I get breathless very quickly and very easily you know…that’s what’s motivating me to go on the programme, and try and see if I can do something about it.” [Service user]

“Health is the big one, health is the biggest motivator, even over the financial one” [Facilitator]

Overall while health was the primary motivator, money also emerged, but was usually secondary;

"and then definitely financial it adds to it as in somebody has more money then to go and treat themselves or to do something nice or to put it away or whatever.” [Facilitator]

"It’s bad for your health first of all and secondly it’s, it’s money that I could use somewhere else.” [Service user]

though notably for some, the financial aspect was in fact primary:

"Eh money (Laughs), quit smoking have more money in my wallet. I wasn’t too concerned with my health, eh but now I am so” [Service user]

Barriers

Implementation of Tobacco Free Campus Policy

Ongoing facilitation of smoking

Evidence of differential tobacco free campus policy implementation across settings pointed toward the ongoing facilitation of smoking at some centers. Smoking location did not appear to have been affected at all in one center, in another a service user described the erection of a smoking shelter in a new area, while at another there was the nomination of an alternative sheltered smoking spot for wet days.

The culture of the center also seemed to impact on the Tobacco Free Campus Policy. At Center Q the culture meant that the policy involved only a change in location and there were no limits to when service users could smoke;

"People leave our gates, walk across the road and there’s a big congregation of people there, em almost constantly…there’s a lot of people who aren’t engaged you know and em, they just come in and out constantly you know and that’s the way the center was historically, like it’s very kind of family orientated environment very easy going and we don’t tend to kind of do parent child stuff.” [Facilitator]

The ongoing facilitation of smoking at some centers, which in some cases was due to having a shared campus, was, it seems, in some cases a barrier to service users trying to cut down or quit smoking.

Associated forced/‘herded’ attendance at QSP

At Center F, the ongoing facilitation of smoking was more apparent as Tobacco Free Campus Policy was not implemented due to feasibility issues relating to location and traffic. Instead, a derogation was granted, with the trade-off that attendance at QSP was compulsory for all smokers:

“Well there was a derogation in our center, em it was an issue, going out onto the road would be dangerous like with that but it’s also very far away but em, we’d a derogation that we could still use the smoking shelter em, if on the condition that everybody did the programme.” [Facilitator]

While attendance was not compulsory at any other center, others also felt that the timing in relation to QSP following the policy may have had a negative effect on morale:

“When the ban came in it was like the two were at the one go you’re trying to force me to stop smoking and you’re trying to make me do this course to get me off…yeah it was kinda just because the two of them did happen at the same time…just gave it a negative slant.” [Facilitator]
TABLE 2 | Summary of barriers related to mental health difficulties with sample quotes from service users and facilitators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MHD barrier</th>
<th>Sample quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived association between MHDs and smoking</td>
<td>“There was eight of us in the family, and I’m the only smoker and I put it down to my anxiety” [Service user]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“When I became a teenager I said to myself I’m not going to ever smoke, and I’m not, I want to be fit and keep myself fit and healthy, you know, and em, it didn’t happen that way, with the illness [schizophrenia] I had, it just didn’t materialize like that.” [Service user]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“There’s no doubt it is, it is far more difficult for them to give it up.” [Facilitator]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping mechanism</td>
<td>“It’s a safety net, isn’t it yeah” [Facilitator]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Like the cigarettes are just such a big crutch” [Facilitator]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It helps me calm down… it helps, em, I’d have a cigarette when I’m stressed or anxious, and I’d have a cigarette and I’d feel grand then for a long, for a few hours… it makes me feel better… it helps me relax. It helps me to, you know, get my bearings sometimes.” [Service user]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacking self-belief/self-esteem</td>
<td>“And some of them again when they say I don’t want to give up or I’m happy smoking they might even be saying, do you know what I’d love to give up, but I’m just not able to, you know I’m not able to do that.” [Facilitator]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of consistent determination/willpower</td>
<td>“It’s not having the willpower to stop doing something that’s very bad for you… if you have a mental health problem it’s harder to give up smoking because I just haven’t got the mind. I haven’t got the willpower and I’m not able to make a decision to say I’m going to quit, and then just quit. I can’t, I can’t make that difficult to do.” [Service user]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking among peers and past culture</td>
<td>“Just about everybody I know in the psychiatric services, service users, people with mental health, people with mental illness, they all smoke.” [Service user]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Here in the clubhouse I have contact with smokers, and we all go together for our smoke, if we can, especially the women, you know, who smoke and they get it together. That’s in a way nice. It’s chatty you know. Yeah.” [Service user]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle: lack of structure/alternative activities</td>
<td>“A lot of it was to do with like boredom” [Service user]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“They actually said it to me… yeah when I’m in the flat on my own at the weekends, that’s when I tend to smoke a lot.” [Facilitator]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHDs as an excuse rather than an actual barrier?</td>
<td>“Em I think depending on the groups sometimes the ones with the mental health difficulties will use it as a tool to not move forward and they’ll kind of use it as a as you know, an excuse almost” [Facilitator]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>“What he’s going through at the minute, there’s no way that he’s ready or there’s no way he wants to yet but that’s not saying down the line” [Facilitator]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Structure of Service (Scheduling, Attendance, Gaps in Availability) and Serial Process Assumed

Scheduling

Scheduling barriers emerged around finding the right start date and day for the programme as service users do not all attend 5 days a week:

“There’s people attending 3 days, and there’s people attending 2 days, and there’s people attending 4 days and whatever and to try and find the spot where you were trying to get as many like, I changed the timetable recently… there was only 3 people the last week… I’ll have to look at the timetable again but it’s very hard.” [Facilitator]

Facilitators also commented on the clubhouse structure (which permits flexible attendance) and several felt that this in particular meant it was difficult to know when to start a programme, as attendance can be irregular in general.

Contractual obligations

Contractual obligations also meant smoking cessation groups had to be run in the afternoon when attendance is lower. In general smoking cessation was less of a priority meaning that it was also the “first thing that will go”:

“That was the biggest thing for ourselves, it was just em, although it’s part of policy and now the actual quitting smoking, but facilitating it is the first thing that will, I’ll be honest in our center, if something’s to go in the timetable, it’ll be the first thing that will go.” [Facilitator]

Staff sickness, leave or moves leading to gaps in availability

Staff shortages, sickness and other leave were often the reasons something had “to go” in the timetable and facilitators discussed how sickness or leave often meant the programme simply did not happen in their absence. This was also observed by service users;

“There was a few stops in it. One of the, the person that was giving it mightn’t be in that day or on holidays or sick or something.” [Service user]

Serial/logical process

Some facilitators felt the 7-week programme assumed a very swift, logical and serial process that was perhaps unrealistic. In reality, service users were not always ready to quit, or even to set a quit date on the designated week:

“Yeah, we didn’t get past week 3. I would say yeah no we didn’t em, again so we get, so we started first we had a good first week if you like, and the second week was fine and then the third week we’d no-one setting dates” [Facilitator]

“They want you to stop after seven weeks. I wouldn’t be able to” [Service user]

Facilitators were sometimes left feeling stuck and unsure what to do. There was a seeming lack of clarity on how to move forward when these issues arose in this real world setting:
"It would be helpful within this [pack] or whether EVE kind of have an addendum to this saying what to do if you if this scenario happens, you get stuck at week 3." [Facilitator]

While some felt they had to stop, other facilitators made the decision to keep going. Some centers also made efforts to tailor the programme so that it was at individuals’ own pace, and this together with decisions by some service users to re-attend a second or even third time, illustrates the longer more circular process quitting could be for some service users:

**Inconsistencies and the Need for a Joined-Up Approach**

**Lack of healthcare professional (HCP) advice**

Smoking cessation did not emerge as strongly addressed by healthcare professionals. Several service users and staff reported a complete lack of smoking cessation advice from HCPs:

Facilitator 1: I did specifically ask one of my keyworkers about that, he'd been to his nurse for his injection and ah...I just said aw did your nurse ever mention your smoking or does your psychiatrist you know, he only sees him every 2 or 3 months now, no no it's never mentioned...

Facilitator 2: They never mention it

This was also supported by several service user interviews where service users commented in relation to HCP advice that “It never happened.” The exception to this was two service users who reported in their interviews that their GP had continually raised smoking as a health issue.

**Inadequate HCP Advice**

Some of the interactions around smoking that did occur were revealed to be ill-informed in relation to inaccurate advice as recounted by one facilitator;

"Some were told by their doctors and I know this is wrong information that they couldn’t use any of the smoking, giving up smoking aids because it would affect their medication.” [Facilitator]

or ill-advised approaches in terms of a seeming focus on restriction of access to cigarettes rather than offer of person-centered support to quit:

"Actually one of the last times I was in [specialized neuro-psychiatric hospital], just to be noted, they said we're going to have to take your e-cigarette off you, I said why? We're putting everyone on the patches” [Service user]

Several service users reported bringing up smoking and Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT) themselves;

"Yeah, no he [GP] didn’t suggest it [patches]. No I did” [Service user]

while many HCPs seemed to avoid actual recommendations of quitting. These ranged from vague almost neutral references to smoking, to advice to cut-down rather than quit, to advice that they did not need to quit;

"I always said I’d give them up if the doctor told me to...But he never did. He'd say, 'You're still smoking'” [Service user]

"I go to a psychiatrist and I told him that I’m trying to give up the cigarettes, and he told me to cut down. [Service user]

"Yeah my doctor discussed it one day and he asked me and I said, I have a few, and he said that's no harm, he said... He said don’t mind, have a few if you want to yeah.” [Service user]

**Lack of a joined-up approach to cessation support**

There were calls for a more joined-up approach;

"If everybody does a little bit and they’re all going in the same direction, they don’t all have to be singing on the same page, but if everybody’s going the same direction, you’re planting seeds as you go along.” [Facilitator]

and the need for smoking cessation support to be brought into hostels and hospitals:

"Help with quitting. Not just shut down completely like. I mean just introducing as much as they can into hospitals and there might be like half the patients might want to quit, half of them might not want to and at least give people a chance, you know.” [Service user]

Facilitator 2 used the example of the person-centered plan, which is made for each service user at meetings including doctors, nurses and hostel staff and queried why smoking could not be addressed here when weight already is;

Facilitator 2:When you’re doing a person-centered plan for someone and the hostel staff are there, the doctor's there, or the CPN is there or whoever, that the health, if a person had weight issues that would be to the fore at every single meeting...but if we do that for weight, well why not do that for smoking [agreement], it's the same thing d’you know so you should be, it should be, like I think smoking and if it is, it is affecting a person's health, you can't say if it is affecting the health, it should be in that PCP.

while Facilitator 1 noted that this joined-up approach should be at policy level as given under-resourcing and lack of staff services are unlikely to “opt in.” The lack of a current joined-up approach also meant that for service users due to leave EVE the availability of continued smoking cessation support is a gray area, an uncertainty which emerged in several service user interviews.

**Exemptions and inconsistencies in relation to tobacco free policies**

In addition to a frequent lack of advice and joined-up cessation support, there were also inconsistencies in relation to smoking policies in hostels and psychiatric hospital settings;

"I was in a smoke free hospital...but [the] psychiatric unit had their own yard... there's a smoking shed” [Service user]
and the maintenance of smoking as a social activity in these settings seems to lead to service users increasing consumption and even relapsing to smoking at times:

“If she went out for a cigarette she’d have someone to talk to outside, so she found when she came out of [acute mental health unit] and into here, she was after increasing about 20 on top of what she was smoking.” [Facilitator]

“I was meeting loads of new people and I felt oh God I can’t, I need something to take the edge off, so I started smoking again, because everyone was out there talking and chatting and I was saying aw me sitting in here. I want to be out with them, you know…yeah, I went back on them.” [Service user]

**Facilitators need to be linked**

Within EVE itself, the lack of a linked-up approach to QSP was a barrier, as an opportunity for facilitators to collaborate and share knowledge was lacking.

“Maybe the organization would be happy enough to, to okay us to meet up, once or twice a year to kind of get together and share experiences and share feedback…just give each other a call and the knowledge is there (Facilitator).”

**Literacy Issues for Some Participants and Need to Add Technology Component in General**

Participant literacy was an issue for some facilitators and could cause difficulties with engagement and pacing, while Facilitator 8 found the questionnaires involved and group format meant she felt she was effectively revealing any literacy issues:

“One of my problems as well… I’d two people that couldn’t read, write or spell and that was very difficult now I have to say, because I was more or less filling it out for them and I don’t know if I felt uncomfortable, because you know it was sort of em, you were letting the rest of the group know that they couldn’t read or spell and that you know, I just felt it was awkward.” [Facilitator]

**Technology could help**

There was suggestion from several that additional use of technology could not only help with literacy issues but also overcome issues like missing questionnaires. This might lead to enhanced ownership with service users even able to log in at home. In relation to centers, the point was made that many of the resources in terms of computers and equipment are already in place.

**MHDs**

An explicit association between MHDs and smoking emerged among service users, in relation to both their own and others' smoking:

“It was reported as a specific reason for starting:

“I became unwell [developed psychosis and depression], em, and I went on medication and I started smoking regularly then every day.” [Service user]

for relapsing; and at times described as the reason for becoming a smoker despite wishes not to be, seemingly taking the choice out of their hands somewhat.

Although a few facilitators felt that quitting smoking was no different for those with MHDs;

“I just think they’re the same as everybody else, I don’t think because of the mental health difficulties it’s any harder to, to quit.” [Facilitator]

many felt that it can indeed be more difficult for this group. A number of factors were felt to contribute to this:

**Coping mechanism**

Smoking emerged strongly as a coping mechanism from the perspectives of both facilitators and service users themselves.

**Coping mechanism for stress**

Its role as a coping mechanism for stress was evidenced when initiation, increases and relapses were described in the context of acute stressors in the past. These acute stressors included health scares, family members falling ill and bereavements:

“The first time ever, because my father actually gave me bad news at the time. My mother was in hospital and she was in a bad way in hospital.” [Service user 1 on starting smoking]

In addition to acute stressors, smoking was also used to cope with the everyday stresses of life:

“What doesn’t help me quit smoking, em, day-to-day living, you know, being caught in traffic jams, or you know, being short changed in a shop or dogs barking at me, or if it's gale-force winds and pouring rain, and I’m after forgetting my umbrella, and you know, things like that. Just day-to-day living, you know, that would make it difficult to stop smoking” [Service user]

**Coping mechanism for MHDs**

Its role as a coping mechanism also emerged specifically in relation to MHDs such as anxiety;

“If I’m anyway anxious I, I tend to unfortunately, and I used to be real confident and I’m losing my confidence a bit again, em, but if I’m worried about anything, (whispers) oh God I need a cigarette, and then I’d be grand for a while, you know” [Service user]

and schizophrenia or psychosis;

“[smoke] to keep me calm…well [pause] there’s mood changes. People with schizophrenia have mood, mood changes, and em, eh a cigarette calms it down a little bit. You’d, you’d enjoy because it just calms you down, you know.” [Service user]

“I’ve psychosis… it [smoking] makes me feel easy, and em it kind of [pause] it kind of relaxes me that bit” [Service user]

with a dose response relationship again seemingly emerging for some;
“She said like, when I’m very unwell I smoke extra” [Facilitator]
“probably would have become more anxious in the last few years...so I think that would be the cause of [becoming a heavier smoker]!” [Service user]

Effectiveness as a coping mechanism
While many service users strongly believed in smoking’s effectiveness in relieving and calming stress and symptoms related to MHDs;

“They help to relieve stress” [Service user]
some facilitators and service users expressed doubts regarding its effectiveness as a coping mechanism;

“You know it doesn’t help, it’s never, there’s no actual evidence to say it supports em, your stress levels” [Facilitator]
“I don’t think it makes a difference” [Service user 11 (who here contradicted her earlier report that smoking helps with her depression)]

and thought rather than help it could be an added source of stress or anxiety;

“I don’t believe that em, smoking, even having smoked, I think you can delude yourself that it does em, when you’re smoking, I don’t believe that smoking helps you with stress...if I’d no cigarettes...then you have a stress on top of the stress” [Facilitator]

“Of more recent times, the smoking causes my anxiety...because it makes me think I’m going to get cancer, or I’m going to take a heart attack, or I’m going to take a brain hemorrhage or something.”[Service user]

and overall, even if effective, the trade off in terms of physical health perhaps outweighs any benefit:

“I just think it’s a general mind-set change of saying, you know, the easy thing to do is to say ‘Look carry on smoking because otherwise you’re going to be mentally distressed’ or whatever it is and you know there might be an element of truth to that, but longer term you’re going to, you know one in two of them are going to die” [Facilitator]

“They help to relieve stress, you know...yeah, de-stress but I found you...I’d say that ah overall you know, that they probably weren’t, they’re probably having a bit of a negative effect on me...my overall health would have, would have changed...you know, I wasn’t as physically active as I was a couple of years ago you know. So, I suppose, the smoking doesn’t help that, you know. It could help to, to solve stress a bit, you know, but physically it probably isn’t such a great stress helper.” [Service user]

Perceived as “Need”
In a couple of cases, the notion that smoking is a coping mechanism or crutch for this group went a step further and it was labeled a “need.”

“I need it for my mental health” [Service user]

This occurred at service user and family levels and actually led to a relapse to smoking for Service user 2:

“My mother knew I was bored after my dad died, and she knew I, she thought I needed something so she bought me cigarettes” [Service user]

Lacking self-belief/self-esteem
Another barrier which emerged among both facilitators and service users, related to a lack of self-esteem or self-belief among service users. Several facilitators described this lack of self-belief;

“Some people’s self-esteem and their belief in themselves wouldn’t be at a high point, so you’d be trying to encourage and that they can you know, so that that might be a barrier with some of the mental health.” [Facilitator]

with a lack of perceived ability also emerging in some service user interviews:

“I knew deep down that I wouldn’t be able to...will I try? Will I be able to try?” [Service user]

For others a lack of self-belief did not emerge and two service users were in fact particularly clear on their ability to quit, but simply not ready at the moment. In both cases, this self-belief seemed to be the result of previous quitting.

Lack of consistent determination/willpower
There was some suggestion from facilitators and service users that those with MHDs experience a barrier to quitting in the form of an associated lack of determination or consistent motivation:

“You have to be motivated and motivation is always a kind of a critical factor as well and while the, person may be motivated one week, you know 2 or 3 weeks in they may not feel so good and then that’s their downfall then that it falls, it falls you know, it doesn’t necessarily work for them” [Facilitator]

While not an issue for Service user 12, he again seemed to associate mental illness more generally with decreased strength or determination:

“I am a very strong minded person even though I have mental illness and all...I’m very strong minded in the sense if I say I’m starting Monday, no smoking. I will start Monday and there’ll be no smoking.” [Service user]

In general, he seemed to need the assistance of the programme less with a clear focus on his own plan and preparation. This contrasted with Service users 18 and 14 whose reports suggested they wanted or needed more external pressure to quit or set a date:

“People like that, facilitators need to give me a good boot in the backside, and say, “[Name] get in there and buy them patches.” [Service user]

“I would have like that they pinpoint a bit more out on stop smoking. It’s to stop smoking and they don’t do that either...
there, you know, they are very careful with not to say that [you have to stop smoking], you know...and I find that amazing that they don’t, even a cessation group, they don’t do that either, you know. I think I need that. I think I need that somebody says to me you stop smoking now.” [Service user]

Service user 14 did go on to state however, that she would prefer to be given a quit date in the future rather than told to stop straight away:

“I’d rather have a date in the future so that I can get used to it, you know” [Service user]

Smoking among peers and past culture

The prevalence of smoking among people with MHDs may also represent a barrier given the culture of smoking this creates among peers.

There was also some evidence of this increased prevalence and a culture of smoking at EVE centers:

“You get shanghaied into going out for a cigarette...ah no there’s, there’s one or two that smoke here and if they go outside, they’ll give you a cigarette and you have one.” [Service user]

Centers also experience issues such as a culture of money lending and borrowing to buy cigarettes;

“One other thing, em, came up there, just thinking em, people who smoke like that financially they don’t have as much money, so that, there was a knock on effect so they wouldn’t have as much money and like [Facilitator 2] said they’d do anything to get a cigarette so borrowing became an issue... and as a result there’s problems then people are not giving back the monies so there was huge knock on effects from that.” [Facilitator]

as well as trading of counterfeit cigarettes;

“and then the dodgy ones as well, a guy going in [to town] buying them, and I’ve seen it in centers, coming in on Monday with like 200 cigarettes and doling them out.” [Facilitator]

Other reports however contradicted this and overall there was a sense the culture of smoking was waning:

“Smoking has kind of died down here.” [Service user]

“I think it was a lot higher when I first started. This is even well before smoking cessation and now it’s, I’d say we’re twenty, twenty percent maybe smoking twenty-five maybe.” [Facilitator]

Facilitators commented on the lower prevalence among younger service users;

“There was a culture of go and have a cigarette I think going back but that’s definitely not the case with the younger people coming in. I don’t think we have as many smokers definitely with the younger em variety.” [Facilitator]

while for some the past culture of smoking also seemed to serve as an extra motivator to provide support now:

“We have a responsibility to address this I believe, because our services have condoned this for so long and the medical community probably exacerbated it over the years, made it worse so we have a responsibility to kind of, maybe be a little more of campaigners about it.” [Facilitator]

Lifestyle: lack of structure/activities

Inactivity, lack of structure and time spent alone emerged as particular barriers for service users from both facilitators and service user perspectives. Service users discussed inactivity, boredom, time alone and filling a vacuum as prompts to smoke:

Interviewer: And if I was to ask you why did you smoke, what would you say?

Service user 7: Em, I’d say the vacuum after I got sick, and being off work, having that time on my hands.

This was mirrored in the accounts of several facilitators, who also noted a lack of structure and time alone as key barriers for individuals with MHDs.

Hobbies, work, and being otherwise busy often emerged as distractions;

“There are places I smoke less. Yeah. When I’m doing something I get it done, you know” [Service user]

Service user 15 referred to the years when he stopped smoking as partially down to being busy with work;

“Well I was working away like and there was no point to be smoking while you were working, you know, I’d be stopping every 5 min if I had of been smoking at the time, so it helped me as regards work as well.” [Service user]

while Service user 12 described how his hobby serves as a powerful distraction;

“I smoke an awful lot less when I’m gigging” [Service user]

There were calls from service users and facilitators for more activities;

“I think someone mentioned it, just in terms of structure I think structure is, if a person’s day can be filled and it doesn’t matter whether it’s you know within the center, outside the center, in terms of leisure activities and social activities, that’s obviously going to help in in a big way” [Facilitator]

and some felt there was a need in particular for specific replacement activities though concrete suggestions were limited:

“What to do when they do give up cigarettes. I found like, I started doing myself knitting and reading more and doing things like that, I think something like that could be put into the book, what to do, [murmuring] ideas and suggestions...I feel what we need to do is encourage people to change their lifestyle, I think that would help an awful lot.” [Facilitator and Former Smoker]

“Something to do with their hands, you know, knitting or sewing or something like that...but my, my hands shake so it’s very difficult for me to, to do things.” [Service user]
MHDs as an excuse rather than an actual barrier

There was also some suggestion from facilitators that in some cases, MHDs can act as an excuse at the individual level rather than a barrier in terms of actual ability to quit smoking. This is perhaps unsurprising given the past culture discussed above.

“I think there can be some people who might use their, their mental health as an excuse... they might be in a system where they might have a nurse or a key worker who is facilitating and done a lot for them and now they’re signed up to a smoking cessation programme but now it’s them that has to do it, nobody else is going to quit for them.” [Facilitator]

Facilitator 7 addressed this by highlighting the equality between service users and staff;

“I’ve used me as an example in my groups ‘So you’re different to me because you have a MHD? Nah you’re no different to me you’re able to do loads of things I can’t do... so if you I think if we hit it at that level and then all of a sudden they’re looking at you and they start laughing, they know straight away, they’re like alright I’m not gonna use that.” [Facilitator]

which is also central to the structure and ethos of the service more generally.

Timing

While many felt MHDs can indeed make quitting harder facilitators felt timing can be a really important factor as a barrier to attending the programme at all;

“The interesting thing about the first session was that the person, it was Christmas time it was the wrong time and they found by, I think we got to week 5, they found that week 5 they had to stop because their cigarette smoking had increased! Because of Christmas and stresses and all that kinda thing and all so” [Facilitator]

but also to actual quitting in those that did attend:

“I did the course 3 times in [name of location] and she sat on each one of them, but she had something going on in her life that she just wasn’t ready and... it was a bit her mental health was a bit unstable at the time, yeah and she had family issues she had to get sorted out and she just felt she needed that cigarette.” [Facilitator].

Table 2 summarizes the sub-theme MHD barriers discussed in this paper providing further sample quotes.

**DISCUSSION**

This study aimed to identify key enablers of, and barriers to, the implementation of a quit smoking programme in community adult mental health services. By exploring an ongoing group smoking cessation intervention in a real world mental health setting, from both facilitator and service user experiences of its implementation, this study filled an important gap in knowledge.

The emergence of health and money as important motivators is consistent with previous research in relation to the enablers of smoking cessation among individuals with severe mental illness (37, 38), and is similar to other populations (39–41). The use of carbon monoxide monitors makes use of biofeedback, which is arguably one of the strongest behavior change techniques (42), and appeared to be a powerful, and appropriate, aspect of this programme also, spurring cessation efforts as well as reinforcing those already quit. Interestingly however the monitor also appeared to vindicate the use of e-cigarettes in service user's eyes, presumably an unintended consequence given the HSE have not endorsed e-cigarettes as a cessation aid (43).

The emergence of facilitator resourcefulness and tailoring of the programme to individuals' needs as an enabler is consistent with previous studies among mental health patients. These studies found flexible, personalized and responsive approaches to be helpful with benefit emphasized by both facilitators and service users (30, 44). Notably, this flexible, individualized approach is also consistent with the person-centered philosophy underpinning delivery of EVE programmes in general. An active, open and engaged recruitment approach seemed to work best as opening up to those not ready to quit, but interested in attending, sometimes led to unexpected wins by spurring on later quit attempts. Non-voluntary attendance without personal goals however appeared to lead to disengagement, frustration for both service users and facilitators and potentially affected overall group atmosphere.

The recently introduced Tobacco Free Campus Policy emerged as both an enabler and barrier to programme implementation and participant quitting. The identification of the partial nature of the ban and its varying implementation as barriers supports other studies which show partial smoke-free policies are less successful than total smoke-free policies. A partial ban creates additional problems and has a limited impact on the staff and service user culture of smoking (45). Moreover, the timing of implementing cessation support, following or alongside the introduction of a smoke-free campus policy, may have negatively affected morale.

Conflicting priorities and a lack of prioritizing smoking cessation support as part of staff workload has previously emerged as a barrier among HCPs in Ireland and internationally (46–48). As well as in relation to mental health services more specifically especially in the context of outpatient settings (38).

The emergence of the current lack of a joined-up approach as a barrier producing inconsistencies in relation to lack of cessation supports and also in relation to exemptions from tobacco free policies echoed the conclusions of a recent review of qualitative studies which called for cessation to be addressed at all levels (systemic, health provider, and individual) among people with severe mental illness (37). Although there is a lack of evidence relating to the effectiveness of advice for those with serious or severe mental illness (49, 50), the motivational impact of HCP advice, where it did occur, was important. This is not surprising, given prompts from health professionals have been shown to be an important driver in quit attempts among smokers in general (51–53).

In line with previous research, barriers relating to MHDs including smoking as a coping mechanism (44, 54–57); lack of self-belief (29, 54, 56); lack of consistent motivation (30, 38, 44);
prevalence of smoking among peers and the culture within mental health settings (37, 44, 58); and lack of structure or alternative activities (59–61), also emerged from the data. Timing was also perceived to be an important factor by facilitators and some service users felt an inpatient stay was the wrong time for cessation. Evidence is still however lacking in this area due to the ongoing tendency for smoking cessation studies to recruit from psychiatrically stable rather than acutely unwell populations (50, 62).

Implications
There was some evidence in the current study, of knowledge among service users and facilitators of the ineffectiveness of smoking as a coping mechanism and the ability of those with MHDs to quit. Overall, however, findings suggest that integrating education on the proven ability of people with MHDs to quit smoking, and the benefits of quitting for mental health, into facilitator training and resources for service users could be beneficial. It is also crucial that the service continue to present this opportunity to quit on an ongoing basis, especially given the accounts of non-attenders who also expressed the wish that this service remain as they may use it in future.

A stronger focus on replacement coping mechanisms and activities may be needed. It is important however to ensure these replacements are healthy. Given the increased physical health risks in general seen among those with MHDs (4, 63), the introduction of well-intentioned replacements such as biscuit breaks seem ill-advised. Rather, a focus on overall wellness and combining smoking cessation with broader health initiatives, a proven enabler, should continue; as should the open recruitment of those not ready to quit but interested in attending and perhaps cutting down. In light of the potential changing levels of motivation among those with MHDs, which were also reported in the current study, Williams and Ziedonis have previously recommended reduction toward abstinence as a method of harm reduction (64). Smoking cessation support should also ideally be in place in advance of the introduction of any new smoke-free policies. Appears that the introduction of a smoke-free policy alone is insufficient. Appropriate implementation by enthusiastic staff with environmental barriers addressed in advance is required.

Finally, attending the cessation programme and attempting to quit turned out to be a longer and more circular process than anticipated for some, providing support for the idea that some individuals with MHDs may require more intensive, modified or tailored cessation support (25, 37, 65). It is important to note however that some service users in the current study needed little support to quit particularly in the early stages of implementation. Perhaps the introduction of new smoking policies and a support programme produce quick initial gains or “low-hanging fruit” in terms of the quitting of more motivated and less dependent smokers after which those more dependent smokers, needing greater support, remain. Regardless, there was a clear need to sufficiently equip facilitators, through enhanced training, guidelines or a nominated support contact, for attendees or groups getting “stuck” in order to avoid feelings of uncertainty and frustration. Beyond a support person, a forum for facilitator communication and collaboration could also be beneficial in sharing knowledge and approaches to obstacles.

Future research may wish to explore how the provision of evidence of successful smoking cessation in those with MHDs, as well as a greater focus on replacement coping mechanisms and activities, might enhance a smoking cessation programme for this population. Studies which include exploration of experience of use at both participant and provider levels in addition to cessation outcomes would be particularly useful.

Strengths and Limitations
This study was strengthened by the participation of a high number of service users across a large number of the eligible centers as well as the inclusion of almost all facilitators, meaning results should have good external validity. Including the 16 sites meant contextual factors were well accounted for and barriers and enablers that emerged were truly cross-site. Previous qualitative studies of smoking cessation and other lifestyle interventions in individuals with serious or severe mental illness have at times involved very small samples of service users (66, 67), while others have failed to include the service user voice at all (38, 44).

Beyond the inclusion of both voices, the triangulation of sources, combining both service user and staff perspectives and experiences, also serves to validate study findings (68), adding credibility and strengthening confidence in the conclusions drawn (69). Lambert et al. have also found that the integration of focus group and interview data in particular, assists in the identification of individual and contextual circumstances, thus adding to interpretation and ultimately enhancing trustworthiness of results (70). The two-phase sequential design also allowed for the refinement of the facilitator focus group interview guide and thus allowed service users to set the agenda somewhat before facilitator data collection commenced. Unfortunately, due to incomplete data collection by staff, quantitative data on programme outcomes were unavailable so we were unable to include a mixed methods triangulation element to the data.

As this was a qualitative study, findings are not generalizable beyond the study population and conclusions drawn refer to the sample itself (71). Practical issues around staff availability led to pragmatic decisions including conducting a focus group with just two members and allowing a facilitator to join another focus group late. The recruitment of participants through HSE staff may have meant they did not believe the researcher was truly neutral and interview data confidential, although this was restated at the beginning of each interview and focus group, it is unclear if this affected findings.

CONCLUSIONS
A group-based smoking cessation programme with an open recruitment approach and the provision of individual support, where needed, appeared to work well in community mental health services. Findings indicated that implementation of cessation programmes in community mental health settings may be best when done in advance of new tobacco free policies,
when it is prioritized and sustained and when the cessation care provided also addresses the key barriers perceived as specific to those with mental health difficulties. More broadly, a joined-up approach across the health service seems necessary to address ongoing inconsistencies and support those with MHMDs in their efforts to quit.
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